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About This Content

On November 30th 1939, three months after the outbreak of World War 2, the Soviet Union declares war on the neutral nation
of Finland. Under the pretext of seeking territorial changes to protect the city of Leningrad, the vast Red Army envisions a

quick victory against the small and poorly equipped Finnish defence force.

Outnumbered three to one and facing an enemy with an insurmountable superiority in tanks and aircraft, a great challenge lays
ahead of the Finnish Army. But its brave and stubborn soldiers, fighting for their homes and families, every intent to welcome

the enemy to a freezing hell of ice and fire.

This new expansion for Order of Battle: WW2 includes the Winter War (1939-1940), the Continuation War
(1941-1944) and the Lapland War (1944-1945). Players take control of the Finnish Army and, according to the shifting tides

of war, allied troops from Germany or the Soviet Union.

New Campaign:

 Ladoga Karelia

 Tolvajärvi

 Karelian Isthmus
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 Suomussalmi

 Raate Road

 Summa

 Arctic Fox

 Ladoga Karelia '41

 East Karelia

 Someri

 Viipuri

 Tali-Ihantala

 Lapland

New Units:
This expansion adds more than 90 new units to the game, including Finnish ski troops, panzerfaust-equipped infantry, German
Panzer IV and StuG III combat vehicles, several variations of the Soviet T-34, KV-2 152mm-armed heavy tanks and a whole

range of iconic aircraft such as the Me Bf-109, Fw-190, Yak-7, Il-2 Sturmovik and Fokker D.XXI.

New Climate:
As the name suggests, Winter War brings a completely new climate to the Order of Battle series: winter. Snow impacts the

movement speed of units, ice can be crossed by ground units but cannot be entrenched and frozen rivers no longer provide a
natural defensive barrier. Combined with the already unique landscape of Finland, these new features provide a challenging new

gameplay experience.
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Just finished it. not even an hour of gameplay. at least I bought it on sale at 0.60$. Not enough plot, in both ways.. Rubbish.
Someone tried to clone StarCraft and it didn't work,. Cute Outfit , 10\/10. Yars Revenge

Yar\u2019s Revenge is by no means a bad game but it is neither a very exciting game. Looking at some of the images and
trailers, I click the add in cart button on impulse. The 60% discount on a already cheap game also just made that temptation
impossible to resist. I was hoping that it will transport me back to the Panzer Dragoon moments of old. A time I was busy
experimenting which games can work on my old PC from 1997 which seem to struggle with the then wow graphics. As with my
Doom review, I somehow always ended up with Doom or Wolfenstein. Panzer Dragoon was one of the few games that did work
somewhat and was a remarkably fun diversion for me. Flying on a dragon, shooting lasers at enemies in a unique world and a
rather relaxing somber orchestral\/techno soundtrack was pretty darn cool. Although the occasional crashes on my struggling PC
kind of sour those moments but anyway does Yar\u2019s Revenge scratch that itch. Well somewhat but fails at a few
departments as well.

Yars Revenge made by Atari (I was surprised Atari still releases games) is a rather simple on rail shooter where you control Yar
and her quest to defeat the evil Qotiles. In the process freeing her race the Yar\u2019s which I was always confused. Is it the
race or her? The plot is simplistic but its delivery is done poorly through some stilted art and dialog during combat. Being an on
rail shooter it was rather difficult for me to read and shoot at enemies at the same time. After a while I just gave up reading and
just started playing the game as the story was really barebones and at times quite nonsensical.

 Yar\u2019s overall is a very easy game to play and short one at that. You use the left mouse button to shoot your standard
firearms and the right mouse button to attack with a powerful beam that can kill a single enemy quickly. The WASD are your
directional button to control Yar\u2019s movement. There are other weapons and equipment you can collect and use during
combat by using the 1234 but for some reason a xbox control scheme is use to show you the stuff you have. I was a bit confused
here. An example Y was a shield but how was I to know that pressing 1 can use it. Only by looking at the options control scheme
did I figure it out. It\u2019s a minor issue though for me. You can use the Tab button to shoot an all-powerful beam that wipes
out everything in sight. The shooting at the start was rather monotonous and the enemies was nothing to shout about. The enemy
variety in this game is remarkably weak as you see the same enemy over and over again but the shooting does get better later on
in stage 3 on wards. With more enemies and one or two interesting boss fight.

I was surprised that the game does have some neat environments and some small variety to its 6 levels. From the mushroom like
forest planet to the factory laboratory areas with a lot of verticality movement. However there is some minor graphical glitches
with you going through objects and enemies. The screen does turn red when you go through them signaling you have taken
damage. It would have been better if Yar had some unique animations when clashing with objects or enemies instead of just
going through them. At times your firing animation would go on loop but it only happen in one stage. The soundtrack is not too
bad with the synthwave techno electronic beats which seems suitable and at times it does help bring the Panzer moments. The
shooting sounds though is really weak and lack any impact.

Overall would I recommend this game? Most probably not unless you are a huge fan of on rail shooters but even then I would
recommend something else. There is no replay value for me, despite it having challenge stages. It is however remarkably cheap.
Here in Malaysia it\u2019s about RM 23 which is roughly 5 USD. There are also some small neat extras in showcasing
Yar\u2019s Revenge history and original game with a comic as well as some concept art. Maybe comparing it to Panzer
Dragoon is not fair but Yar\u2019s Revenge at the end of the day is a rather barebones simplistic on rail shooters.

Out of 10
Graphics - 4 Going through objects despite having variety to its simple levels
Gameplay - 3
Sound - 3
Story - 1 If i could read the dialog and if it was not shown during combat it might be a 2

On a side note, while doing this review I came upon on interesting article regarding Yar\u2019s Revenge history and game
development. I thought I will just add it here for anyone who is interested in some game history and development.

https:\/\/www.polygon.com\/2015\/3\/9\/8163747\/yars-revenge-is-a-journey-back-to-a-lost-world-of-video-games. Nice little
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arcade game, dev is very good about supporting and updating the game so far. Worth the price for some sheield throwing
action.. What`s wrong with you, Devs?

Make the game MEAN something to us. Use some imagination.

1. Better 1st person mode. Not just stuck in one spot by a window. Allow us to walk around the park as the manager (even if we
have to have an Avatar made up). Do it the game would be gold if you did.

2. Allow a 1st person view in driving and other immersive pov aspects (such as view from the Helo). I want to stand at that
fence with a Triceratops sniffing at me. I want to ride my jeep into the enclosure to refill a Feeder with a Tyrannosaurus Rex
thinking about having a go- and does. Even if it eats me before I get out! (Just have a Reload mode).

3. Add some danger just from taking care of them to the people who take care of them!. Dammit.

4. Be harder, meaner, more realistic. Make the Dinos MEAN something!

Basically make the Player FEEL like he`s there seeing these beasts with the good and bad that entails.

Then you get a thumbs up.

You guys lack so hard in imagination. You make nice looking Dinosaurs by the numbers, but forget the IMMERSION that gets
people watching the movies and wanting to play. You miss the MAGIC of what made these things a wonder for us.

p.s. Also less nickle and diming with the DLCs.. I used to enjoy this game when I bought it, now it's been about 3-4 months
since I've played it.
In about 6+ months there is NO patches to fix bugs, and these bugs can lead up to crash and game not saving.

As stated 6+ months ago and still no patch, I would not recommend buying this title.
Current state, even though it is a full release, it is not even in a polished beta stage.

Project is dead.

DO NOT BUY!. What a fun little game! Beautiful, colourful, a bit silly and well-designed. Nuanced and detailed enough to be
interesting, user-friendly and easy enough not to be a frustrating first-time experience. I'd certainly recommend it to any first-
time players of city-builder type games.

My only complaint is that it is too short! There is A, one, SINGLULAR map to play, afterwhich your only option is to change
your username and replay the exact same map again. The estimated "12 hours of gameplay" I read in the game's overview is
pretty padded. I've played it through twice in just over 9 hours. For the $5 I spent though? Completely worth it!

I would be delighted to hear if this company planed to release a larger, multi-episodic expansion or sequel to this game, and treat
this short-short version like a beta test. I'd be quite willing to pay more money for a bigger version of this game.. I use a lot of
photosource for my tiling textures, and this is an amazing tool. It's very intuitive to use after following along with
Allegorithmic's video walkthrough, which takes you through all the stuff you need to get started. The normal maps this program
generates are miles better than anything Photoshop generates, and you get all the other PBR slots like Height maps, and whatnot,
which really pushes the texture to new levels. This is a must buy for anyone serious about environmental art.

The only "gotcha" is that some maps are exported as greysale, which Unity can't read naturally, so you have to change thme to
RGB in photoshop, but once you do that you're gold. I plopped everything into the standard shader and after tweaking how
intense I wanted each thing to be, it all looked great.
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i did not receive any message in game that tells me i have got it. The route itself is nice, for two reasons:
- The period if time it is placed, which makes it historically interesting.
- It gives you a good opportunity to gain experinec in driving steam engines.

On the minus side:
- No rolling stock included, to play with it you will need at least the UP119 and the Buffalo add on, which makes it an expensive
experience. the Jupiter has a lower priority, but it is part of a small bundle.
- Some bugs in the scenarios that are fairly obvious.
- Not yet a large number of workshop scenarios
- No signalling, which makes it harder to add some AI. I would have liked some invisible signals, just to control AI precedence.

But the rolling stock is so well desiged, especially the engines. Not only from esthetic point of view, but also for playability.

. We love mrs foster! yah!. BIOS is a fast paced, first person running-shooter game, where you run in different areas and shoot
machines on walls, or AI's running agens you while getting to the finish line in a short amount of time.

The game is fast, but heavy. Beautiful with UE4 engine, but brutal. The whole goal and idea behind this is to get pass the hard
develop strategi maps and get to the finish line in a short amount of time. We have from normal to extreme mode, where the
maps are different with different weapons. It gives a decent challenge to the player to remember the AI's spot in the maps while
running with a different weapon the moste of the time.

I have to admit, that this is not my cup of tea because i miss the shoot-a-player feeling, but comparing it to other time-based
games, then it's just different with a FPS mode. So if you like singleplayer time-based fps games, AI's and machines on walls
with either machineguns, laser, rockets, with the hardcore UE4 engine that makes the game beautiful, then this game is for you.

Here is a demo:
http://www.twitch.tv/theearlyaccess/v/8603902. Insincere attempts to be a nostalgic throwback to classic FPS games of the PS1
era, but it ultimately crumbles under the weight of terrible design choices, shotty gameplay and a host of bugs & glitches. In just
under 2 hours of total play time (at least 20 minutes of it spent restarting levels and the game itself), I was victim to key items
not spawning, cutscenes either cutting to black or knocking me to the desktop, and save files reverting progress. The horrible
graphics wouldn't be an issue if the game ran smoothly, but sadly, this is not the case. Insincere often has severe frame rate
drops even if only 1 or 2 enemies are on the screen. AI is either superhuman (enemies with 100% accuracy mow through you
from across the map) or mind numbingly stupid (they will walk away while you shoot them), with no inbetween. There is some
kind of story here (clones, AI constructs, and mutations ), but it is so poorly explained through its jittery cutscenes and awful
dialogue, that you will have little to no interest by the time you reach the conclusion.

It makes me sad. Insincere initially reminded me of a game like Armorines, Turok, or System Shock. It starts off silly with a
goofy scientific premise that has the heart to go somewhere. Sadly though, the game just feels unfinished and abandoned, as if
the developer got bored and just threw it on Steam to die. There is a shell of a fantastic game here, but as it stands, Insincere is
best avoided.
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